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ABSTRACT
Though shipwrecks and treasure are deeply seductive to the public, the political,
ethical, and scientific geography surrounding these sunken ships is not well publicized,
except in cases involving large amounts of money. There is a battle for access rights to
these objects with some claiming them as public historical commons, and others as
commodity. Written for a popular audience, this thesis explores the history, technology
and common sentiments surrounding shipwrecks from the people who have dedicated
their lives to them: commercial firms (treasure hunters, salvors, etc.), academics
(maritime archaeologists, conservators, educators, historians and cultural managers) and
hobbyist SCUBA divers.
Thesis Supervisor: Russ Rymer
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hePhoenix must have
looke(d frotm afar as
th(ough it were dizzN. The boat cIII
slowly hIlroiugh the milky 7inl green waters
off the coast of Key West, made a u-torn and
went back the way it came, then u-turned
again. \Vash. rinse. repeat. "Tropical" \ike.
our captain, stood on the bridge. his salt-
faded bill cap and lellow rain slicker
combating the late \Ninter chill and stray
drizzles. it was Mlarch. The previouis week, I
was told. it had been eighty-five degrees. Now
the sky was full of heavy cottoi-ball clouds.
The b a t's cargo- several dozen college
studets w ith% their SC >Al B gear stared
intently lodwN into the water, likely hoping to
spot our destinatioi aid stop the natiseating
circles. Tropical Mikes depth finder sat on
the dashboard in front of him, its
small screen showing' the
topographv of the seafloor. I watched as the
line oil the depth finder climbed and dove
like a stock market graph. We were in search
of the wreck of an old schooner, and it was
proving difficuilt to find. Oddly, given that it
had already heen fou nol. ihe scihooner was in
about. fifteen feet of water; it we passed over
it, its protrusions would register as
anomalous spikes on the screen. Mike circled
again. *' vc got seven feel over that way," he
said, pointing vith his head. "How far oloes
it come up?"
"'Bout five feet off tie bottom," ( Corey
Malcom answered. gazi1g off tle p(rt side,
puizzled.
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Malcom, the Director of Archaeology for
the local Maritime Heritage Museum, had
been out to this particular wreck many times.
He is tall and friendly, with an easy-going
nature-perhaps the result of a life spent half
in the Midwest and half on a sub-tropical
island. With him and Mike on the bridge was
Dr. Alex Brylske, a professor for Marine
Science and Technology at Florida Keys
Community College. Tropical Mike re-
toggled his GPS and rang up a friend. "On
the ledge. Line it up with the tower... okay
... yeah... right .... It's gonna be on the left side
of the channel," Mike said, repeating the
directions that were coming into his ear. Still
no wreck.
"Remember," said Mike to no one in
particular, "the Atocha wasn't found in a
day." This elicited many chuckles. The
students were here as part of Brylske's
Research Diving Course, and this expedition
was part of the Maritime Archaeology portion
of their class. Everyone in these parts knew
about the Atocha. It had been found by
famed treasure hunter Mel Fisher. The quest
took Fisher sixteen years. Mike made another
call. "Hey Keith. . . "
"We're gonna have a pee strike here,"
someone yelled from the deck below. Wet
suits don't come off easily. They peel off
reluctantly like the skin of an unripe banana.
The only thing tougher than taking them off,
is putting them back on. Hence the old diver
adage: There are two types of divers, those who
pee in their wet suits and those who lie about it.
"What? " Brylske teased, as the Phoenix
continued its twirling heading to a new patch
of sea some ways over to our left. "You don't
like the harbor tour?"
"Right there!" someone shouted.
"Got it?" another voice hollered.
"Got it," Tropical Mike replied.
Suddenly we were floating fifteen feet
above the wreck of the Marie J. Thompson.
he house did not have portholes for
windows. There was no giant anchor
in the front yard and no telling red
and white dive flag on the flagpole. Wreck
diver Marcie Bilinski's house was just an
ordinary suburban Massachusetts home
floating in the late autumn leaves. I rang the
doorbell. It did not play sea shanties.
Inside, I waited as Bilinski finished up
some phone business, arranging
accommodations for an upcoming dive
conference. A set of large frames hung on the
wall, each containing a multitude of
triangular shapes, some as big as my palm.
Teeth? I wondered. Andfrom what animal? A
whale, judging by their size, but judging by
shape, they had to be from a shark. I pillaged
my mental catalog of large-toothed sea life
until Bilinski finished her call and we sat
down to talk wrecks.
"They're Megaladon teeth," Bilinski said,
as though that were an everyday adornment
for one's wall. The Megaladon was a
prehistoric shark that could have made an
easy snack of a killer whale. Every inch of
tooth was ten feet of shark, Bilinski
explained, "So a five inch tooth means it was
a fifty-foot shark." The larger teeth were
smooth and from the ocean, where the
movement of the abrasive saltwater had
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dlled I heir riidges. Tle siialler, nore Jagged
ones verc fromn Ilie all iga .to- infesued Cooper
River in South Carolina. ( .it Ilndiana Iones-
like Bilinski story . "I didn't believe it even
had alliga I(tIs Iie first time I dove," Bilinski
said, "'cause it just seemed so easy." Easv? I
ilioght, as she described l the dv from hell.
In the Cooper River, there is next to no
isilbility and tle water is near black, or
reddish dlen the sun is brighlt "It almost
makes you think that it's bloody." The
cutirrent is so strong that ' yoil need( tobungee
screwdrivers onto your wrists and stab them
into the gravel to uml yourself upstream. "So
it's s1 ooky, btit yol'r so busy loking for the
teeth that you just kind of firgel." How You
can forget that you're in an alligator-in f'ested
river. searchingI for monster teeth ini water
that looks like bl)lood, wxas something for
cmitemplation.
"This is wliy thex sent you to tme, I
guess. she said smiling at a basemieiit stuiffeid
with dive gear. Amiong wxreck diver-s, Bilinski
is hardcore, one of those ent1usiasts who
spenid Iulch of their time, and most of their
money, seeking out and SC BX-diving
shipwrecks. "When [i not wxorking for pay,
I'm diving," she said. Technically, it is her
1iobby; in effect, it's her life.
She begani her dive career as a sea-life
diver -like a bird-watcher. but for fish aid
marine life. \\hein fish-
watching boredomn set iin.
Biliniski tuirried to teclitijcal
divilig -eiploing more
complex e(luiplllmit to stav
underwater longer and to go
deepjer. Techlnical diving
vas a wax to access wx recks
amd inerwater caves.
"Actually, I umsed to (10 a lot
of crying when I first started
get ting into techical
diving," she told rime. The
tech nical-diving world was
as w0om(en friendly as a f rat
house in those days, a
"m11achc) male thling that
women shouldn't be doing." H er first deep
wvreck dive was ill about 170 feet of water. "I
could have killed the guv wl(o) took me." she
said. Her instrictor made her stav
underwater xxhere there was almost no
isi)ility, until. frightened and disorien ted,
she found her own wxaY out of ihe wx reck.
Todayv Bilkinski deals wvitli problems of a
different sort. The underwater artifacts that
she and others of her tribe have a passion for
collecting are a cause of conlroversy.
Shipwrecks are battlegrounds in a tangled
suabl)ble over the ethics of collecting, a
sa lbble that engulfs not only the Bilinskis
of the world, but many others: academics and
hObbyists. students like those on the Phocni'.,
archeclogists like \lalcom, serious
adveiturers like Mel Fisher, niuseumns.
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corporations, governments and private
citizens.
The polarized argument goes like this:
Archaeologists have a leave-it-to-the-
professionals attitude. Wrecks are public
history and should be excavated and cared
for by trained professionals and appointed
custodians. Hardcore wreck divers propose a
finders-keepers alternative, and cite a lack of
government resources to get the exploration
job done without the amateurs' help. By
putting ships off limits to collectors, they
argue, governments are cordoning off history
and leaving it on the sea floor to rot: if
amateur wreck divers don't collect artifacts
and bring them up, who will?
The views in this conflict
fall along a vast array of
gradients, not just along the
archeologist- collector
continuum. Among those
who collect artifacts, there
are those who do it purely
for sport and those who do it
for financial gain. Some
have turned collecting into a
commercial business, and
sink significant resources into seeking out
and surfacing objects from the most lucrative
wrecks. (This category includes salvors, who
rescue cargo from ships that have gone down
at sea, and treasure hunters looking for all
things shiny.) Some post academics-
historians, conservators, and even
archaeologists-work for commercial
operations. Other academics think
commercial wreck hunters should be gobbled
by a rogue wave.
The disputes that make it into your
morning newspaper, usually involve
disgusting amounts of money-typically
when commercial treasure hunters run into
property rights issues over a valuable wreck.
Recently, one treasure-hunting outfit had to
return the better part of $500 million dollars
in Spanish shipwreck gold to its mother
country. However, wreck-ownership issues
happen at much smaller scales as
well. Bilinski herself had never run into
problems, but knew people who had.
To complicate matters, each state can
have its own laws and, often, each wreck can,
too. Naval ownership rights persist even once
the ship has sunk and even centuries later.
You are no more allowed to take a naval
ship's compass once it's sunk than when it
was still floating and
operational (though naval
ships only became off limits
in the past couple of
decades). Some wrecks,
though centuries old, are
still owned by long running
salvagers, or by insurance
companies that had original
investments in the ship,
even if they were not the
ones to locate its wreck. The
rights to a ship sailing under the flag of a
particular country are sometimes retained by
that country no matter where or when the
ship sank.
Sorme divers feel that the shipwreck laws
are obscure in their goals and were "made
late in the night by Congress with two men
agreeing," Bilinski said. New England has its
own homegrown wreck-rights conflicts, one
of the most popular involving divers' rights
within the boundaries of national marine
sanctuaries.
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These sanctuaries are created to protect
the biological and cultural underwater
heritage of a given area. As Matthew
Lawrence, a maritime archeologist of one
local sanctuary put it, "shipwrecks that lie on
the seabed of the United States and the
world belong to the people in general and
they are not to be exploited for individual
personal gain." You lose a lot of valuable
historical information to people's living
rooms when things are taken off the ocean
floor and put on a shelf. "As a result, the
world is poorer, because you can only
excavate an archaeological site once," he told
me. For Lawrence, the conflicts are a matter
of miscommunication. "In many cases, with
some education and experience, collecting
wreck divers completely change their
mentality and become some of the most vocal
advocates for shipwreck preservation."
Bilinski sees it differently. "I just think
it's kind of backwards. They're taking away
from the public," she said. The sanctuaries
were intended to "preserve waters and things
for all of us tax payers who pay the salaries."
It's understandable why wreck divers are
peeved. Wreck diving is not only their hobby,
it's often their lifestyle and a huge part of
their identity. The innumerable artifacts in
Bilinski's living room give you the
overwhelming impression that you're
looking, not just at the tactile history of ocean
ghosts, but at the history of a person's life-
long obsession. The room was almost like her
Dive Log, each object in it a nod to a specific
place and time. "It's kind of a sickness, a
disease," she said of collecting.
Bilinski showed me a small porthole from
a wreck, off the New York coast, of a ship
nicknamed Rum Runner. Rum Runner is
filled, or rather was filled, with thousands of
bottles. The cases of identical bottles are still
there, mirroring the shape of the hull, but
the wreck itself has since rotted away-except
for such items as Bilinski's porthole. Next to
the porthole was an entire shelf of metal
trinkets: oil lamp parts, silverware and "these
things that I don't have a clue what they are,"
from the Aransis, a Massachusetts shipwreck
whose cargo was metals for melting. (With
them on the shelf, a prized artifact from a
Cape Cod pond dive: a car's air conditioning
controls. "We call it the Wreck of the Saab.")
Next came an old revolver, a cup she found
while scouting along a pipeline route, an oak-
pizza-paddle-looking-thing used for rice-field
irrigation, part of a tortoise's shell, some old
(perhaps Indian) fishing weights, some bricks
from the coast of Maine with names on them
and then, of course, the bottles. Bottles from
the West Coast railroad days with Asian
characters on them, a glass bleach bottle,
some pretty liquor bottles, square bottles
with city names on them, some ink
wells.....did she know how many bottles she had?
"I don't have a clue. I have a ton I haven't
even cleaned yet,"... a ginger beer bottle from
Sacramento, poison bottles with ridges on
them ("so that if you grab one in the dark,
you'll know by the feel of it," Bilinski was
told), another ridged bottle with its original
contents (including something that looked
like a bug), and bottles with presidents
faces...
"Most of us who do this a lot, we kind of
take pride in cleaning up everything and
preserving it," she told me. Her basement
and "dive shop"- a two-roomed outdoor
shed-house a giant personal air compressor,
countless dive suits and air tanks, and an
oven-sized sandblaster for cleaning found
objects, among other things. And yet more
artifacts soaking in water, awaiting their
treatment. In this altar to fallen flotsam, it
was difficult not to contemplate the rightful
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IomIle IoI ill this b)o1Ii1tN if there even lwas
M Ie.
A shipxreck is atit (d thing. Not oily arec
wxrecks aiaciroiistically out of fphace, but
Iley ar-e (ling someting thiey were iexver
tieait to (1o: lay static on the oceati floor
when they should be roaming the seas.
Perhaps that s the anchor of tlie
controversy that wrecks just d01t seem to
fit iII with the world we've got.
These wrecks are a part of our hisiory and
ye they are 1ot Oirs at all, challenging our
inifrastructure of owiiership. We can barely
figure out who "owns" what hil of sea, iuch
less who ow ns a biit of pr()perty beneat h it
that sliouldn't even be there ii the first 1lice.
What are we to d( with ani object that cune
f'romi Spain, was heading to a counitr' ili
Central Anerica that didn'it exist yet, \wxas
c vingI g(o)(ds from a variety of iII(Iiv(llals
aind stink in the wvatcrs off of Fo hidt? What
is the differelce betWeenl s0mieone
uinearthing a comipass fIri a \ reck tel years
after the fact xersus several Iiuidred y eats
\N hat it t he compass belonged 1o the diver's
father?:- What if it belonged to tic diver's
grea (meat great great grandfatherl)
Shipwxrecks helong to eVxeryOne, 11 One,
someone, and somietliiig (tle sea), all at the
samiie timle.
Perhaps ecii Bilinski was fe'elinig the
hlefti of the history ill her livig 1oom. The
work of gatherinig, cleaniiig, preserving and
simply inding a place for all the artifacts, is a
full-time job. Nlaniy wreck divers who have
tried to (dolate or leInld their artifacts to
museums liave been rejected. The
establishieIts d(' xxait to coidone private
collecting. \Whi\ch is whlyx, witiotit heirs or
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museums to take them, collections may
become homeless when their owners die or
divest, as lost as the day their ship went
down.
Bilinski is lucky. The eventual prospect of
packing up her ocean loot must be weighty,
but at least she has diving relatives who could
become the new custodians of her treasure
one day. That day isn't coming any time
soon. She has a move to Florida in mind and
it's all coming with her
he Florida Keys drip southward out
of the state's mainland like 1,700
drops from a faucet. These islands
separate the Atlantic to the east from the
Gulf of Mexico, to the west. The islands drip
southwestward, hitting their bottom-most
point about ninety miles above Cuba.
Underneath them is the eastern edge of the
submerged Florida plateau. Once upon a
time, before the existence of the Keys, corals,
sands and organic materials migrated to this
plateau and slowly built upon each other.
When the last glaciation began and sea level
dropped, the keys popped out of the ocean,
ready to party.
Shortly after Columbus reached the New
World, Ponce de Leon and his buddies
stumbled upon the Florida Keys. To sailors,
reefs are the devil. The keys were all reef.
While the islands seem to be discrete
entities, they are connected by a submerged
reef that only sporadically pokes through the
surface of the water. For sailboats, it's like
an underwater wall. Rumor has it that
Ponce and company were looking for the
fountain of youth and stumbled instead onto
the barren keys and named them Los
Martires, the Martyrs. As one of Leon's
contemporaries put it, "...seen from a
distance, the rocks as they rose to view
appeared like men who were suffering; and
the name remained fitting because of the
many that have been lost there since." Many
lives, and many ships.
At the extremity of it all is Key West, the
southernmost island in the chain. Culturally,
Key West is not quite the United States, but
it's not quite the Bahamas either. Even, the
water can't make up its mind, falling
somewhere between deep Atlantic blue and
Caribbean turquoise. Key West is a place
where, when you tell someone you're writing
an article on shipwrecks, they want to
introduce you to their neighbor, cousin or
friend in the shipwreck-know. Or they just
tell you that they love shipwrecks, Iget
shipwrecked all the time. Oh wait, that's
shitfaced.
Some towns mine coal. Some towns grow
corn and others make cars. Key West
salvaged wrecks. In 1856 the Key West
wrecking business rendered the city the
richest per capita in all of the U.S. In the
1800s, roughly one hundred ships a day were
passing Key West. Not all made it. An
average of one a week ended up. stranded on
the Florida reef. Key West's business
became that of wrecking and Key West
society became that of wreckers. These
salvors were available in sunshine or storm to
rescue the survivors and cargo, but not for
free. High towers, some reaching ninety feet,
dotted the Key West skyline. You can climb
to a replica of one of these on the western
end of Key West. The Shipwreck Museum is
a rickety wooden structure encasing the
history of Key West wreckers. On top of the
museum, seventy-six stairs up from the
second floor, is the platform of a lookout
tower. Look east, you see the rest of Key
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West and eventually the Atlantic. West, and
your eyes meet the Gulf of Mexico. South, the
Straights of Florida-the gates of the Gulf.
"Wreck ashore!" the men on the lookout
would yell, and, as legend has it, every man
in town with a boat-which was perhaps
every man in town--would scurry to the site
of the wreck. The first one to arrive would
become the "wrecking master," the director
of operations for the salvage and the receiver
of the biggest piece of the salvage pie. The
business was so dangerous that Lloyds of
London, the insurers of the time, would have
nothing to do with the wreckers. Reports
circulated that wreckers would station
themselves at particularly perilous reefs in
large storms. The light from the wreckers'
ship gave the illusory appearance of harbor.
Then poof, Wreck Ashore.
Eventually, lighthouses went up and
navigation aids improved, but the wrecking
industry never quite went away. In the 1940's,
Art Mckee became the grandfather of modern
treasure hunting in the area, using new
diving technologies to recover treasure from
1600 and 1700's wrecks. In the 1970's Mel
Fisher took the baton as Florida Key's
treasure hunter extraordinaire, becoming
famous for his discovery of the Spanish
galleon the Nuestra Seliora de Atocha. The
wreckage was found about thirty miles from
Key West, a short boat ride away from our
training wreck, the Marie J. Thompson.
Igrabbed my mask and snorkel and dove
into the light green waters concealing the
Marie J.. The ship that came hazily into
view had come into conceptual being in 1917,
when Norbert Thompson decided he needed
a schooner for hauling lumber to make cigar
boxes. "Thompson was the king of the Key
West waterfront," Malcom said. He was
involved in commercial fishing, made cigar
boxes, had a fruit-canning factory, ran the
famous turtle kraals (the turtle pens for
commercial sales), had an ice company,
owned multiple land plots up and down the
keys and was even the mayor of Key West at
one point.
The Marie J., named after Thompson's
daughter, was built in the Bahamas. At 700
tons, she was the largest ship ever built there
and is still a point of Bahamian pride today,
Malcom said. Marie J. sailed the local seas in
search of cigar box wood: Mississippi,
Alabama, Louisiana, Cuba. She even made a
couple of trans-Atlantic crossings. After only
a year at sea, she was in need of repairs, and
in the late 20's the ship was taken to Jamaica,
the only place with muscle enough to haul
the ship out for repairs. Unfortunately, they
dropped her, damaging the keel. "And that
was the end of it," said Malcom. Marie J. was
brought back to Key West and used mostly as
a work barge until slowly, over time, she
sank. "She was a beautiful grand thing that
never quite made it," said Malcom. The
husband, now 96, of the Marie for whom the
ship was named, called it, 'A race horse with
a broken leg.' In recent years, Brylske and
Malcom have used it as a training ship for
young maritime archaeologists.
The archeologists-in-training, loosed
from the deck of the Phoenix, wiggled about
the wreck, SCUBA tanks strapped to their
backs. Pairs of students took the wreck's
dimensions with special tape-measures,
scribbling notes on their underwater tablets.
The visibility could not have been more than
ten feet, and I had no tanks. I held my breath
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and dove. When -Visibility is poor, you see
things in puzzle pieces. The whole only
exists in your mind.
A large projecting piece ran much of the
length of the center of the ship and stretched
upward toward the surface. The keel, I
guessed. The remaining ribs of the hull
extended out from the keel's sides. Beyond
either end of the ribs was smattering of'
unidentifiable debris. Fish marched back and
forth on the wreck gUarding their territory.
Orange sponges held their own against the
current. "This is a place to live," Dr. Brylske
told his students. The wrecks protrusions
and crevices created apartments and
campgrounds for a buffet of creatures.
Toredo worms, which the professor stressed
were not worms at. all, but mollusks, chewed
the woo( into Swiss cheese.
I had always thought that shipwrecks
have two lives, one on the surface sailing the
seas, and a second when they are discovered
on the ocean floor, but this appeared to be a
third. Instead of sailors roaming their decks,
fish did. I snorkeled the length of the wreck
and watchied as shadows of students took the
ships dimensions, using tapes known as
transects and its deptih at different points,
using gauges. Once I had gone from stern to
bow, the pieces assemble(]. The Maiie J.
-T
looked frigh terningly like a whale skeleton.,
keel -spined, and wood-boned. A mess like
this was not easy to turn into history. For the
last twenty plus years, Malcom had been busy
doing just that with another wreck "out in
the rniddle of riowh ere."
n 1991, Malcom received a call from St.
Johns Expeditions, a marine salvage
corporation looking for wrecks in the
Bahamas. They had detected an anomaly in
the sea floor; would Malconm coie check it
out? "It was intriguing," said Malcom of the
call. He arrived to a large hole in the sand. In
the clear Bahamian waters, "you stick your
face in, you see everything. It took ue twenty
seconds to see t hat these were all guns and
that this was an old shipwreck." 'Just stop
working,' Malcom told the salvage firm wheri
he got out of the water. The cannons were
clearly of the earliest sort found in this neck
of the woods. He persuaded the St. Johns
team that the Mel Fisher Museum had the
equipment and infrastructure to deal with
the wreck; would they yield the excavation to
the miiusenm? "As crazy as it sounds, they
agreed to it," Malco)m said.
This wreck "out in the middle of
nowhere" would be
Ialcom's office
every summer for
ihe next seven
Wars. The nearest
point of land was
Memory Rock, three or
four miles away and no
bigger than a
conference room.
"This was all we saw
a little spec on the
horizon. And we
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always thought, my gosh, this is where all the
survivors went to. This was all they had-
this rock to cling to and pray that somebody
comes along," Malcom said.
When he first returned to the wreck, the
hole St. Johns had dug was filled back in by
nature. It was just a sand flat like any other
sand flat. "I always tell people.. .if this is what
you see, get excited. It's a shipwreck." Every
summer a crew of about
four to six people
would live on a seventy-
foot boat (the average
size, as the team used
different boats
throughout the years)
floating next to the
wreck. "We tried to load up as much as
possible and stay there on site. Our record
was two months without coming in," Malcom
said.
This was Malcom's work day: "Hop in at
eight in the morning. Come up. Lunch time.
Sit in the sun for a couple of hours. Warm
up and then go back down till sunset." His
record bottom time in one day was ten and a
half hours. Rather than carrying bulky dive
tanks, the crew used something called a
hooka rig. Each diver breathed through a
long tube connected to an air-compressor on
the boat. "They were fully spaghettied by the
end of every single day," Malcom said of the
breathing hoses. On the seafloor, the team
spent its days carefully mapping and
excavating the wreck in one square meter
portions. The payoff of this kind of tedium is
that every item sitting in their lab can be
traced back to the exact position it came
from. Archaeologists call this 'provenance,'
from the French,provenir, "to come forth."
One of the discipline's common complaints
is that treasure-hunted objects, or those
found on the black market, often do not have
a provenance, making history hard to
reconstruct.
In the morning before our day on the
Phoenix, Malcom sat the students down for a
lecture on the process of archaeology. We
filled into the third floor conference room
and listened in the dark as Malcom flashed a
power point presentation onto the wall. One
of the slides was of two objects side by side.
The object on the left was shaped like a
sword that had been trampled by a herd of
elephants, then dipped repeatedly in
concrete until it was several times its normal
thickness. "Our goal is to take stuff like this,"
Corey said, referring to the picture, "and turn
it into that," he pointed to the photo on the
right: a simple sword. When you get inside a
concretion, often nothing is left; the object
has decayed away. But the conservation lab is
able to use that concretion as a mold to
remake the object. Hence the sword. "This is
the real challenge of these shipwreck
projects: the conservation, the stabilization,
the restoration of the artifacts," Malcom said.
Everything on the wreck tells the team
something about the past. For example, a
few coins were found on the wreck which
were completely rotted inside the concretion.
The team had an artist render the coin's
fossil-like imprint. "And fortunately, the
parts he drew were exactly what we needed,"
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Malcom sald. Fromll t he design &of the c(ins.
tlhex cani tell they were liltited in Mexico.
"And what's eve i m1iore impl)ortanit is this 'I"
here and this '0'.: said malcom. Thiose wer
the assaver's marks. I 'sing records of,
assayers in the area. "wve can do the math an
we figured out that for a ship to be carrying
coins from assayer '( ' arid assayer I it had
to have sailed sometime after April of .1554.
so that gives xis a ho fml date now."
"1)1t e Iverx thiIig wNe see aboIIt the (a/a (lar
Ii istorx aind everything wve see in hIlie remains
of he St. .1 hills wreck matches perfect l,"
e saild Malcom. VIatever the case, the Santa
Clara, certainly represents those very earlx
d ships that wxorked to stitch together h v all
these hundreds and hundreds o Ihousaids
of crossiings the newv and (d worlds."
"Some of that aging technology gives
us the top (late -those wrought iroli
guns, the crossbows. Those sorts of
thitigs were really fialling )ut of favor by
this time. Malcomi said. \ ith those twx(o
facts, Ilie eam determined that the ship
wxrecked between 1555 and 15-75. and
wvas Spanish, given Ilie ceratiCs.
Spaiiish records yielded eight possible
rialches (or the wreck. Seven of those
went down wxith treasure, with a
sig(y]ificant bod cott or it] the wroi
location. -But what we did hae was one
ship that reall' stood out and it 'was a
ship1 calle the San Clara." It wrecked
in 1564, "right in the riidle of our time
perimd " said Malomn.
"Bi ere's the story of the mSant
(lara in a nutshell:" a 300-ton galleon
that sailed with tw) other ships ml its
waY back to Spain frori South America and
Pana ma. Ihie covox hit several storms and
le Santa Jara hit the Bahamian Bank i tihe
middle of tlie ight o01 October 8"1, 1564
"near a place called mimerc, \lemorv rock,
muere, Ialcomn related excite(ly. She had
run agonound, and had filled wi th water, but
\xas still sitting tipright. This gave te crew
tine t4) iiove themselves and their goods to
another ship in the convoy. Nialcom and his
teami have yet to finld anvhiing o the St.
Johiis xwreck heariig S'a/a (lara's name.
C
c
The St. J ohns wreck wvas subnierged In
aoit fifteen feet of water reachable by a
(liver one hundred years ago assuning such a
(iver had the appetite for such a treasure-less
wreck. Nevertlieless, lie wxotild have the
technology 14) do it. There are soiie xrecks
xwhose depth has rendered them ofi limits.
Even when people knew where they were,
ihexyd been too deep for dixers to get at.
.m"I.lt i iiow.
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n Boston's 89.6 square miles, there are
87 local historic landmarks (just under
one landmark per square mile). Near the
northern end of the city, over 200 years
earlier, men took up arms for the Battle of
Bunker Hill. Just south of that, Paul Revere
rowed across the Charles River to reach its
northern banks and begin his midnight ride.
And right around the corner, the Sons of
Liberty turned a small portion of the harbor
into a nice cup of English Breakfast. Boston
is no stranger to history and neither are its
waters. Beneath New England's Atlantic blue
rest an estimated 10,000 shipwrecks. In
Massachusetts alone, over 3,000.
The Boston Museum of Science is located
just southwest of "Don't shoot till you see the
whites of their eyes," and northwest of "One
if by land and two if by sea." Its heavy edifice
hunkers down at 1 Science Park on the
bridge straddling the Charles River. To the
museum's back stretches the river's bulk, and
beyond it, the rest of the country. Outside its
entrance, the Charles spills into Boston
Harbor and into the grand Atlantic.
I entered the museum and was greeted by
the sights and sounds that plague all
museums on weekdays. Gaggles of school
children undulated about the exhibit halls,
each class an octopus with thirty legs. Their
voices ricocheted off the high ceilings of the
atrium. Few, if any, had likely pondered that
the Charles might conceal its own trove of
shipwrecks. We all shoved through the
entrance turnstiles.
Before us was parked an elephant-sized
yellow and black contraption. It was made up
of two parts: a giant yellow mattress perched
atop a snake nest of plumbing: metal bars,
fans, robotic arms. It had the technological
look of something from Cahners Computer
Place, and the bulk of the beasts from the
Machines and Transportation exhibit. But this
strange creature wasn't from either of those.
This beast hailed from SHIPWRECK!
SHIPWRECK! Pirates and Treasure, is a
traveling artifact and deep-sea technology
exhibit courtesy of the commercial wreck
hunting firm, Odyssey Marine Exploration.
The science-project contraption before us
was a replica of an eight-ton remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) named ZEUS, which
has been used by Odyssey to recover "...over
20,000 artifacts and more than 600,000
coins," read a museum placard, and could
travel as deep as 8,200 feet beneath the ocean
surface. The giant yellow mattress contained
synthetic foam flotation blocks "made of
millions of tiny glass globes encapsulated in
resin," designed to withstand pressures of up
to 3,500 pounds on every square-inch.
Operating ZEUS as the twenty-four hour
deep-water eyes and arms of a salvage
operation requires a posse of at least thirty-
one people. Technology like ZEUS makes
wreck hunting in the deep end possible,
opening portholes to wrecks that could never
before be reached.
Entering the museum's SHIPWRECK!
exhibit was not unlike entering a busy port.
The large room was stuffed with a nautical
hodgepodge, an anachronistic jumble of old
artifacts and technological innovation.
Pottery and old coins sat next to interactive
models of ZEUS's robotic arms and high tech
images of the seafloor. ZEUS would have
been the first thing to greet the old artifacts
on the ocean floor, lifting them back to a
place they hadn't seen for hundreds of years:
land. Now the two were traveling the country
together like an old married couple.
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In a clear case. ii a dark corner of I lie
exhibit. slept all liltImipressive mound of*
coicrete nangled with shell-like objects.
Tlis is what lreasure looks like when it has
been oii tie ocean floor for 140 vears. Ihle
shells were silver cois accrlet(d to(ethecr in a
mass of se(lirient s, minerals an(i organic
miatter," according to the plaque. This
Ireasure had come frorm the SS Republic, an
1800s steansllip hound to NewN Orleans from
New Nork, wvhen a hurricane hit it, about 100
liiles off the Georgia coast. Ihe passengers
made it to safety, butt the shi p's shiny cargo
did tiot. sinking to a depth of 1700 feel. In
200( Odyssey found the wreck and piticked
0Ve i,00( silver alnId gold( coins from its
grave.
Treasure is Iyst eriouts. older treasure
eve MOre-so. perhaps because it no Ion ger
looks like modern cirreticy. The cleane(d- tp
Republic coins could iaxe been rmilted
'vesterly or
appeared So to
somconie whto had
torgotleti her
glasses). The (old
bars on exhibit
vere iiistakab1y
from another era.
Tiese were 17'
century Spanish
buulion from a wreck
nicknamed Toriugas.
The hars were
"finger" bars, far
smaller. less uinforim
and mtore delicate
looking than their
cItIeIat ic
COulinterparts. Each
was marked with symbols to siowv tie pturit'.
of the gol(, a tax st amp, a(l the stamp oW i he
New \World FounIlry , where I he bars were
made. Coins from the 19' cetur'y R/epublic
and goldI bars from te 17"' centiryTotuNs
both -)11 exhibit in the 21" century via tie
hands of technology only decades old.
"As long as there have been ships at sea,"
a video in the exhibit hoomed, "there have
been shipw rc('ks." And as long as there have
been v aluiable shipwrecks, there have been
slipvmreck hunters.
nything good down there? I asked
David Hebb, nodding to the Hudson
River slitheringy slow]y outside his New\
York apartient wvinc)ov. Nothing of value.
he said. And if' there is anyone who ktioxNys.
it's Hebb.
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David Hebb's job is cooler than yours.
He speaks six languages, travels all over the
world, and you can barely find him on the
internet. He has never advertised or sought
out work in his current career and yet he has
always been employed. No, he is not an
international spy. Hebb is a historian,
specializing in the treasure-heavy maritime
There he rummages through the records of
every voyage of every Manila Galleon between
1568 and 1815. (Luckily, the Galleon records
were condensed by two American scholars.)
A promising wreck catches Hebb's eye. 'The
largest vessel which had been constructed up
to that time," says one account of the wreck.
Worth, 'four and a half million pesos," says
history period from 1500 to 1800. Really, another. He jets over to archives in Seville,
he's an archival treasure hunter. He is the
guy who finds wrecks for the people who find
wrecks. "The strength that I think we bring
to research," Hebb said of himself and his
colleagues, "is that we understand the
general history, the administrative systems in
place at the time which produce records, and
where those records might be and how to use
them."
Here is how the process works: You say
to Hebb, I've got some extra cash, and I want
to find a sunken ship full of treasure in the
Pacific. Hebb has a think on it and decides
that focusing on the Manila Galleon trade is
your best bet. Manila Galleons were Spanish
ships that loaded silver and other goods in
Acapulco, Mexico (then New Spain) and
delivered them across the Pacific to Manila in
the Philippines (then the Spanish East
Indies) once a year.
Hebb's first stop is the old British
Museum Library where "that aroma from old
and polished leather," wafted through the
large domed reading room and famous
novelists inhabited the desks next to him.
Spain, where he knows there will be more
information.
In the Archivo General de Indias -which
occupies the original headquarters of the
Spanish-Indes trade controlling body-Hebb
digs through large legaqos (bundles of
documents) brought to him by porters and
thinks, "god, I can't read a word of this."
Slowly, he gets the hang of the strange
handwriting and smudged ink. Eventually:
Bingo. Buried in one legajo he finds records
referring to the salvage of bronze cannon.
The records tell him only the island nearest
to where the ship went down, Saipan. But
Hebb knows that Jesuit missionaries went to
that island forty years after the ship sank and
that they regularly communicated with their
head porters back in Rome. Off to Rome goes
Hebb. He spends days in the Jesuit Archives
going through documents until he finds a
clue: a letter in which a Jesuit missionary
describes his visit to Agingan Point near
where 'the galleon had been wrecked in
1638.' And that is how Hebb found the
Nuestra Sefiora de la Concepci6n, perhaps one
of the larger and richer galleons of her day.
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Hebb handed me a copy of a 1990
National Geographic story on the Concepcidn
recovery expedition. He pointed to the photo
of a large commercial vessel (chartered by
Pacific Sea Resources, who found the wreck)
anchored in brochure-blue water no more
than a couple hundred yards offshore. Any
closer and it would have been parked on the
beach. It looks as though the commute would
be shorter if a diver just waddled in from
shore, Hebb commented. The photograph's
turquoise waters quickly turned a deep blue
as they moved away from the
island, indicating that the
underwater terrain was steep,
and the water deepening
quickly. The Concepcion
would have gone from the
safety of deep water to on-
the-rocks in no time. The
ship sunk in about fifty feet
of sea (with much of its cargo
retrieved from even lesser
depths), shallow compared
with the deep-water wrecks of
today, but not atypical.
Which brings us to myth one:
that most ships go down in
the middle of the ocean
courtesy of Neptune's wrath. Ships usually
need something to hit in order to sink (Hebb
marveled that early marine insurance at the
time was priced by distance traveled rather
than ports visited, as landfall was a greater
invitation to disaster).
Myth Two: All shipwrecks contain
treasure. The booty retrieved from the
Concepcidn included over 1,300 pieces of gold
jewelry alone. Finding such treasure on the
ocean floor is not normal, for reasons Hebb
explained.
"There's a fairly narrow time period in
history in which large amounts of precious
metals are moved and when sailing is fairly
dangerous." Hence the following recipe for a
lucrative future salvage: First, the ship must
be valuable. Then it must sink. It sounds
simple enough, but what this means is that
there must be an empire smart enough to
acquire and transport valuable metals, but
dumb or unlucky enough to not be able to
keep its vessels afloat. "The most interesting
commercially feasible wrecks are from 1500
to 1800, roughly." Why?
Because in those years,
navigational knowledge was
not yet established, sailing
charts were not set in stone,
and wars were forcing
people to sail on routes or
in seasons in which they
normally wouldn't.
Hebb related the story
of the Dromadaire, a French
East India Company vessel
that left Port Lorient,
France and headed for Asia.
Hearing rumors of war, and
wishing to avoid English
warships, the captain received orders to head
west of the usual route, into unfamiliar
waters, unknown currents and a lot of fog.
'Breakers!' someone would have cried from
the crows nest, meaning breaking waves,
"and within a minute they'd smashed right
onto it. And that's very typical, where war has
been the prime force in the wreck," Hebb
said. The 16 "' century was a good time for
shipwrecks - according to Hebb, five to six
percent of ships that went out to sea every
year ended up on the ocean floor. By the 1 9 "'
century, the number had dropped to around
two percent. Precious metals were still being
shipped, but mariners appeared to have
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got t1(1 their act kogether, resulting iII fee ('
w recks.
Even "valtable" shiivreeks comie in
many flavors. A very small percenitage of
ships carried treasure, along vith food,
textiles, lumber and other coitnodities.
While an (old ship's manifest may assign a
Iigh value to its cargo, the 1old may have
held nOthiiiing moore Oiha tOmmOI goOls.
Hebb keeps this iII 1mi(d lien siing
hirouigh archives, and especiall ' when
rejiortiig back to those who hired him. *A lot
of the wmok that I've toone has beeii saying,
'ou're wastilg yilr lim'e. Hel) said.
"People are optimiistic because dtiey hav C
to be. Otherwise thiey wvouldn't (0 it,~ 114)b
said. Hebb is not optimisic. le is realist]iO.
Sometltes, despite hearsay, a ship never
sank. Sometimies it sank. but w itihout the
presumed valuable cargo. Somet i lics, thIer'e
as uie er ay~ t~reastire on l)oard to begit
wvith. "There's a groupi of slipwreeks in the
Azores and if yoi look ill the usual treasure
hunlitit)g gHides, thtey'l describe fike t wety-
tvvwo ships ()r somiethiing lost.." This graveyardi
w as one of lebb's earlier jobs. A little
iii'vestigation revealed that the Spanislh.
fearfuil of British ilitCerceptioln in the Azores,
built somie fast frigates 1o take the valuable
cargo Oi a lilore soithiert ilistead of ')pittilig
it on the slower flotilla of tweCIityN-two. "So
the orignial ships ili the fleet did wreck in the
Azorcs, bill they didn'lt have any. I hing ot
thlcIll.
hytt hi Three: As long as there is treasure
00 the ocean floor, there is a fortuie to be
im lade. Treasure IIitminog req itres, at Ihe
out set, imvestors, oies wh hhave either
ImioiIey to lose or a gamnbling problem (oand
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perhaps both). Historically, these sorts of
investors come along during economic
booms. The 1 7h century was no exception.
Hebb sent me a quote from fellow historian,
Peter Earle, 'The projector, that too-
enthusiastic man with an idea but no money,
was a familiar figure in late seventeenth-
century England,' he wrote. Such people
could be seen on the Wall Street of their day
trying desperately to convince potential
benefactors '...that the improbable was not
only possible but a downright certainty.'
I thought back to the SHIPWRECK!
exhibit with its pirate swords, gold bars,
model ships, interactive displays and nautical
d6cor. The fact that it even exists is a
testament to our times. The boom-and-bust
business cycle of treasure hunting dates back
hundreds of years, Hebb explained. Treasure
hunting picks up when the economy does,
luring risk takers with extra cash. This
explains the treasure-hunting vogue
extending from the 1980's to 2007. People
were optimistic and had extra money from
the dot-com boom, and that spilled over into
the treasure hunting one. "Then slowly the
reality of okay, yes there are a few treasures,
but most people don't make any money or
break even," Hebb explained. The Economist
reported that, "Of fifty two annual reports
filed by publicly listed shipwreck-recovery
firms since 1996, only five show a net profit.
In that time Odyssey, the biggest, has racked
up losses of nearly $150m."
Odyssey doesn't deny the downside. The
company states blatantly on its investor page
that "Our business involves a high degree of
risk," "The research and data we use may not
be reliable," and that, "The market for any
objects we recover is uncertain."
To Hebb, the last thirty years bear
striking similarities to late 1 7 th century
England with "...a lot of money sloshing
around the exchanges of the world and the
'animal spirits' of investors high enough to
lead them to take a punt on risky but exciting
ventures." Of course, it's not all about the
money, "I've witnessed the satisfaction even
hard-headed, tight-fisted business people get
from bringing back objects long since lost to
the sea," Hebb said, "There is real pleasure to
be derived from achieving such recoveries, a
quintessential happiness of the type
recognized by Freud."
When the Phoenix turned around to
head home, I was soggy and dazed
with the post-aquatic euphoria
surfers call "stoke." I sleepily eavesdropped
on a conversation between Malcom and
Loren Clark, a 23-year-old archaeologist who
had come along to help out with the
program. Clark's passion for archaeology is
so contagious that it's difficult to stand next
to her for too long without becoming
infected-you'll find yourself Googling
archaeology programs before bed. Clark and
Malcom were talking about coins, an
archaeologically touchy subject and one with
a special home in Key West.
Malcom is not just the Director of
Archaeology for the Maritime Heritage
Museum. He is the Director of Archaeology
for the MelFisher Maritime Heritage
Museum. To some people, that makes all the
difference.
Mel Fisher recovered 1,041 silver bars
and over 140,000 silver coins from the Atocha,
some of which sits in the museum today. Due
to the value of once-sunken coins, if they end
up on land at all, they often do so in the
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hands of treasure hunters. If an archaeologist
is looking for information on coins, he or she
often has to look to work done by these
hunters, a transgression in the maritime
archaeology world.
When Clark first arrived in Key West
from Indiana, she felt culture shock. And it
wasn't just the midday margaritas. Key West
was the most archaeologically upside-down
place in the country. "A lot of colleagues,
they just won't even set foot down here," said
Mike Murray, another archeologist on board.
Murray looks young-I figured him for late
twenties-but the patient air with which he
explained archaeological issues betrayed that
he had been at this for well over a decade.
A degree in nautical archaeology often
begins with getting the basics down on land,
where archaeology's long established
traditions make associated procedures, ethics
and rights issues more clear-cut. Land
archeology has a "deeper, steeper history," as
Murray put it, with archaeologists generally
well accepted as the custodians of tangible
history. With diving technology making
serious headway only recently, maritime
archaeology has yet to evolve the same stable
identity or static place in the public eye.
"There's some debate as to what maritime
archaeology is," Murray told me. Shipwrecks,
he explained, were seen (and continue to be
seen) as commercial items, long before
maritime archaeology came on the scene.
The week before I arrived in Key West,
Murray had given a talk on the "dichotomy of
thought," between people's internal
monologue when approaching an underwater
site versus a terrestrial one, like a Native
American burial site. There's a taboo
associated with disturbing the latter, Murray
explained. "With shipwrecks, traditionally,
people were encouraged to go and salvage
things and it actually began with salvage law-
saving wrecks that were in the process of
wrecking," Murray said.
Nowhere is this more pronounced than in
Key West, where the value of a shipwreck
was, historically, what its goods could be sold
for in the marketplace. If Key West is ground
zero in the debate between archaeologists
and treasure hunters, the Mel Fisher
Maritime Heritage Museum is its bull's-eye.
The Museums first headquarters were on a
galleon. It literally sunk. What Mel Fisher
began as the Treasure Salvors Museum,
turned into the Maritime Heritage Museum in
1988 when the Heritage Society took it over
and when Fisher donated his Atocha booty.
The Mel Fisher Maritime Heritage Museum
was originally founded "...to insure that there
would always be a permanent Atocha artifact
collection," a museum placard read.
To some, the set-up at the museum
embodies a conflict with one of archaeology's
core values. Archaeology lives and dies by
the strict procedures employed to make it
useful and accountable. "You have to follow
this procedure as strictly as possible and you
have to have all good intentions towards
following that," Murray told me. "One
fundamental thing is to not promote treasure
hunting or the selling of artifacts of any
kind."
It is true that the museum houses and
glorifies treasure. In the gift shop are
children's books with titles like Hunting for
Treasure, and fake Atocha coin necklaces for
purchase. Atocha gold (not for sale) features
prominently in the exhibit halls, along with
the story of Mel Fisher. In one picture
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Fisher stands ankle deep in the XXater,
adoIne'd ini a ridiculous wliitli dress sUit anld
w hit e dress g"Imes. He is pulling lreasure oIII
of a White to)1 hat. Eveii ill Fishlers 11te, the
Cha)logist -hi ter' coniflict was riutinlig
highi. Reads one plaqtie: "MNel added an
archaeologist to his team .... It was a
significant sip for Mel that set him apart
Froii muaiy oiher treasure hiinters. He
realized that some of the controxersv
s5irotiidinig his efforts wvoi1ld go away iIf he
had anii archlaeologist in conuatid of the
excavation effort."
The niot.-lor-profit iuiseiim is seen as
furtiher compronised ) 1 the fiact that it
shares the bIilding wih Mel Fisher
Treasures, the uirelated/tor-pro/ bisiiess
run by Mel's fainil, their ofl ices just a floor
above Malcom's. ToXard le hack of 11e
nurseuti, where dark grav tiles turn to shinly
wNhtite, is Mel Fisher's Treasure Sales. It
wears the look and air o a lanCY jewelry
store. Y4)Ui can Iuy athenlic Alocha silver
coins and(l oilier relaed jCeelrX for tip to
$1 I 1000, the likes of which have even been
sporl.ed1 by yoting Iolly0wood. On the
ullISCum1i vall that flanks the entlraice to \iel
Fisher's
Treasure Sales
is a sign:
"YAe/ Fisher's
Tieasuire18W S
not par/ 1f1he ell/
Ftisher Amaru1ime
-1I1seum. 7 iese
Awo are Septrale
en/liCS. "
Y"oul (an tell the
museumI~l has
had problems
bef'ore.
It would be
nisleading to
say that the
Heritage
\Mhiseum is all Mlel-imadness. lit 1995, the
niiiiiseuim tinVeled: A /ace Shp S pe aks: Tbe
It reck /f/he Heit/lia liarie, touted as Ole
.first mlajor i iselii exhibition in this
counltrl devoted to 1he transatlantic slave
I ra(1e." The Henr/Cieta latrie N as a 1 700's
slave ship anidi the first oine to be identified by
riamie. It. was found by Fisher. 1en
abandoned when he realized it was not the
AtocM1. Sispectinrg its importance, an
archa(ologist andio a salvor resurrected the
pro.ject, and now its artifacts and story alre
holised in the nuiseurm. The ntiseltrym is also
looking forvard to exhibiting the artiftacts
front thir Santa ((ar( project (St. Johns
W IeCk).
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For Malcom, the attachment to Fisher is
"a double edge sword." While many come
there to see Mel Fisher's story, the
association triggers problems in Malcom's
professional life. Malcom has a clear love of
archaeology, history, and bringing our
underwater world to the public, but that
shiny Atocha gold sitting two floors below his
office has anchored him in controversy.
He was trained as an archaeologist at
Indiana University. At twenty-two, he began
working as an archaeologist for Mel Fisher's
Atocha operations, and later came onto the
museum's staff. In the academic
archaeology world, working with treasure
hunters can put you on a blacklist. "There are
people who absolutely will not talk to me.
They just can't get beyond the name Mel
Fisher. They think that we are 'Treasure
Salvors Incorporated,' or just a scam of some
sort," said Malcom. There is also the
misconception that because they have gold in
the museum, they must be rich. "We're not
selling that gold, that gold is the museum and
those artifacts are the museum. If we sold
them we wouldn't have a museum," Malcom
said.
While some issues fade away with
successive generations, this one has not. In
the field of maritime archaeology, there
aren't many jobs. "It's really hard for us
coming out of college, all the pressures,
student loans.. .and getting a job. It's easy for
us to not look into something as deeply as we
should," Clark said of commercial outfits that
don't meet academic archaeological
standards.
To Greg Stemm, the co-founder and
CEO of Odyssey Marine Exploration (the
parent company of the SHIPWRECK!
exhibit), "...the image of commercial groups
as profit-obsessed archaeological mercenaries
is an inaccurate stereotype or - for some
politically-motivated heritage bodies -
wishful thinking."
When Stemm is described, it is always
colorful. He is usually characterized by his
grey beard and tall, tanned, lanky stature.
From there the descriptions can fly in praise
or reproach, depending on whom you ask. A
2008 New Yorker article described his,
"...boyish manner with a bristling air of
intellectual superiority," and irrepressible
enthusiasm. "His own public relations staff
has given up trying to manage him," wrote
Business Week in 2012. For Stemm,
commercial operations provide more boon
than burden to the shipwreck community
(the SHIPWRECK! Exhibit being one
example). The website's "A Commitment to
Archaeology" subheading reads:
"Odyssey Marine Exploration has
pioneered a new branch ofarchaeology,
which we call 'commercial marine
archaeology, 'defned as thepursuit of
deep-ocean archaeolog-ical research and
exploration as a forprofit'venture. This
model is currently the only practical way
of sustaining high y expensive research
and archaeological operations in the
long-term and has enabled us to actually
explore more shipwrecks than any
university or institute in the world."
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To Stemm's credit-whether in the form
of Odyssey's traveling SHIPWRECK! exhibit,
or with its Discovery Channel TV show,
Treasure Quest-the company seems to have
successfully gained the attention of the
public. Odyssey has always considered the
public its "ultimate stakeholders," Stemm
told me. Archaeologists, he feels, have lost
the support of the "man on the street"
because they "...look down on the public
who are more interested in the thrill of
exploration and discovery than the more
arcane studies on ship construction and
other rather narrow studies associated with
shipwreck sites."
Even with Odyssey's success
archaeologists, like Clark and Murray,
probably won't be working there anytime
soon. "Treasure salvors can promote
themselves as archaeologists all they want,"
but aspiring archaeologists beware, said
Clark. Just because it calls itself an
archaeology firm, doesn't mean a company
has the stamp of academic approval. Taking a
job with a commercial outfit, while providing
momentary financial salvation, can lead to
blacklisting in the archaeological community.
"Once you're tarred with that brush, you
can never get clean," agreed Brendan Foley
of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution's
Deep Submergence Laboratory. Compared
with many maritime archaeologists, Foley is
in a cushy seat. Woods Hole is one of the
best-known oceanograph-ic organizations in
the world, with the weight to muster funding
and access to some of the same cool toys of
treasure hunters. Foley's goal? To map the
entire Mediterranean ocean bottom looking
for the oldest shipwrecks in the world. He's
clearly grateful for his fortunate position.
When I point out his privilege and ask how
many people can feasibly do the work that he
does, his reply is a forlorn, "Very, very few.
Very few indeed."
Due to the financial strain on the field,
projects in maritime archaeology often have
to be very basic. "They're not able to think
big thoughts and so instead of dreaming and
reaching for the stars, they end up doing
things that some people have called 'so-what
archaeology'," Foley said. But people want to
think their work is important, and some
archaeologists are guilty of trying to inflate
their work, Foley explained. "It's a problem
in the field."
Even if archeologists had all the funding
they needed, it is debatable whether or not
treasure hunters and archeologists will ever
be on the same team. "I don't really see that
there's ever gonna be any common ground,
or any accord reached between those groups.
I just don't see how there can be," said Foley
"But you know it's a really interesting
question." One of the thoughts Foley has
been turning over in his head for years is
what ought to stay on the ocean floor and
what ought to come up. "Is it ethical? Is it
proper? To go out and recover a couple
hundred million dollars in gold from a
historic era wreck...or is the wreck itself such
a historically important sort of document in
its own right, that those things should never
be touched and the gold should just stay
down there forever?"
It's a tug-of-war. On the one hand,
treasure is money. On the other hand,
shipwrecks are historical documents. Are all
of them really more valuable as historical
documents? "I don't really have an answer to
this, but I will say that I am an expert in 19th
century steamships and steam technology
and I hear about Greg [Stemm] going out and
recovering gold from, say, the Steamship
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Republic 1the subject of SlHIP\WRE1CK!, I
don't think that tie historical value of tihe
wreck itself outweighs the monetary value of'
the cargo oil that ship. I ca't thivtk of any
(questions to ask of that wreck that I couldn't
approach a different way through tioti-
archaeological means " Foley said. "INow I'i
not saying Greg is doing archiaeo(logy out
there. I think lie's doing salvage, but I also)
wonder if yoti have to balance out. what those
two Values are.
The funny thing is, G reg Stentin came to)
our first Deep Archaeology coinference at
MIT." said Foley. It was 1999 and the topic
wAas Toward(a Acv iS)yhesis, explortig Io",
teclinology and underwater archacology
shouid co-evolve. "He's just a kick to be
aro1I1d," Folvey said of Stenun. Stetititl had
great stories. and wvas the kind oh gi\y yotl
vanited to get a beer witlh. -'Fi not gonnia
viliy the giy. I do't agree wvithI his
approacht, bt I t understand whyIi' he's doinig it.
les after the tmney," Foley said.
When ysoui are looking Ior ancient
historical wrecks like the Bronze Age
vessels Foley is interested ill tlere's litte
senlse in hoping for tIreasutre attyhow. Foley is
essetitially looking For 4,000 year-old
leftovers. -more tne on tIbe ocean floor,
IIIeaus More time to be looted or htllozed
by trawIers. The missing pieces hurt i'lle
cause, " out know it's sort ofI ike each
shipw reck is a book, and any tine someone
goes lown\it and removes aut artilfact, it 's like
ripping a page ot of the book. So by Ilie
end of a few centhturies of IisrtioItin oit
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these sites, we've got maybe the cover of the
book or maybe just the spine of the book and
no pages left."
he fate of shipwrecks is not all ethical
conundrum and controversy.
Sometimes it promises agreement and
accord. People refer to Lake Champlain as an
almost magical place where the dive
community is banding together with the
archaeological one to protect the things they
both love. Even the role of commercial
outfits may be changing. The Economist
reported that due to tighter government
regulation on commercial firms, "One
response is to work more closely with
governments. Odyssey has three contracts
with Britain, with expenses paid on
successful recovery."
Bilinski, for her part, is on the
Massachusetts Board of Underwater
Archaeological Resources to "make sure that
we're not overly restrictive," said Victor
Mastone, its Director of Archaeology.
Despite the different work histories of Clark
and Malcom, the two still go out for a day on
the water, talk coins, and help archaeologists-
in-training learn their basics. For aspiring
maritime archaeologists, like some of those
on the Phoenix, the basics include more than
just the physical nuts and bolts of the
discipline. Working in this field requires a
deep contemplation on the ethical geography
of shipwrecks and a professional future
planned accordingly. Will the students
become archaeologists like Foley or
commercial hunters like Stemm? While the
two camps may not be bunking together any
time soon, it's not as though it's an all out
gun fight.
After the conference, Stemm used to
humorously call Foley every once in a while,
put on a Darth Vader voice and breath
heavily into the phone, 'Brendan, come to
the dark side.'
"And he'd offer me a job," Foley said.
"And I would laugh and say, 'Yeah I'm gonna
try this other thing first, Greg."'
n the walk home from the dock,
Malcom lamented that he could see
Clark's suspicion of him. The
dynamic is strange. While Clark and Murray
have no qualms with Malcom as a person and
even seem to like him, it's clear that they
would never take his job. The strict ethics
and procedures of archaeologists are,
arguably, what makes archaeology a- science.
It has also earned archaeologists nicknames
like "archo-Taliban," from some treasure
hunters. One wreck diver even used a Hitler
quote "This is my last territorial demand," to
describe what he thought was a marine
sanctuary's unfair claim to certain wrecks.
For their part, archaeologists can find it
tough to keep up with treasure hunters. "It's
like the difference between the Post Office
and Fed Ex," said a representative from a
commercial company, explaining the
differences in how much more his company
could get done in day than the average
archaeologist. Some have suggested that
archaeologist's strict attitude comes not from
ethics, but possessive jealousy.
Archaeologists don't have the same funding
and, therefore, access to wrecks. They also
can't promise to bring up heaps of silver or
gold. All they can promise is history-
stories, and tangible bits of the past.
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"It's that whole aspect of learning new
things, changing the history of the world. To
ine, these shipwrecks, they just give us
insight that you don't find anywhere else.
Plain and simple, into the past," Malcom
said. "They're not just powerful icons; they
help explain the past in a way that words
never will." ,
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